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The euro falls to around $1.12 against the dollar as ECB cuts growth forecasts and says rate hike delayed
ECB lowers projection for 2019 GDP growth to 1.1% (from 1.7%), sees inflation falling to 1% by year-end
Also says interest rates to remain unchanged at least through 2019, prompting a further decline in bond yields

UK

Mixed bag of PMIs in February, with manufacturing and construction falling but services rebounding
Overall, PMIs suggest the economy is growing at only a very modest pace as Brexit uncertainty weighs
Pound unchanged against euro (86p), weaker v dollar ($1.3050), ahead of next week's votes in parliament

US

Employment rises by just 20k in February, but this follows an outsized increase of over 310k in January
The unemployment rate fell to 3.8% last month, having ticked up over the December-January period
Benchmark 10-year bond yields fall by around 11bps to 2.64%, more or less reversing last week's rise

Ireland

The unemployment rate nudged down to 5.6% in February from 5.7% in the opening month of this year
Tax revenues in January-February were up 3.7% y-o-y according to the Exchequer Returns, broadly on target
New private car licenses fell by 14.1% y-o-y in February, while used (imported) car licenses were up 0.8%

The week ahead
Monday

US Retail Sales, Small Business Optimism Index

Tuesday

EA Industrial Production; UK GDP (Jan), Trade Balance, Industrial Production, Index of Services; US CPI

Wednesday

IRL Tourism & Travel; UK RICS Housing Survey; US PPI, Durable Goods Orders, Construction Spending

Thursday

IRL Quarterly National Accounts (Q4'18), CPI, House Prices; US Jobless Claims, Import Prices, New Home Sales

Friday

IRL Goods Exports & Imports, Planning Permissions; EA CPI; US Industrial Production, Consumer Confidence
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may owe to any party under the European Communities (Markets in Financial Instruments) Regulations 2007 as may be amended from time
to time, and under the Financial Conduct Authority rules (where the client is resident in the UK), for any loss or damage caused by any act
or omission taken as a result of the information contained in this document. Any decision made by a party after reading this document shall
be on the basis of its own research and not be influenced or based on any view or opinion expressed by BOI either in this document or
otherwise. This document does not address all risks and cannot be relied on for any investment contract or decision. A party should obtain
independent professional advice before making any investment decision. Expressions of opinion contained in this document reflect current
opinion as at 8th March 2019 and is based on information available to BOI before that date. This document is the property of BOI and its
contents may not be reproduced, either in whole or in part, without the express written consent of a suitably authorised member of BOI.
The Governor and Company of the Bank of Ireland is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. In the UK, The Governor and Company of
the Bank of Ireland is authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland and the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to limited regulation by
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Registered Number - C-1.
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